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Modification of resonance fluorescence and absorption in aL system by four-wave mixing
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A universal mechanism destroying coherence in aL system driven by two resonant laser fields due to
four-photon interactions is analyzed theoretically. It is shown that this mechanism gives rise to novel spectral
structures in resonance fluorescence. The ‘‘dark resonance’’ in absorption~dispersion! spectra is affected as
well. @S1050-2947~98!09411-6#

PACS number~s!: 42.50.Hz, 42.50.Gy, 32.50.1d
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Three-level atomic systems compared to their two-le
counterparts display a much broader range of new effect
a result of coherence among the states induced by the ra
tion and quantum interference. Among them the coher
population trapping~CPT! is the most intriguing phenom
enon that has been already studied both experimentally
theoretically~see@1# and references therein!. It is most con-
spicuous for theL transition between two closely space
long-lived levels optically coupled to a third distant sho
lived level by two continuous coherent radiation fields@Fig.
1~a!#. In absorption spectra, the coherent superposition
closely spaced levels leads to a very narrow dip of indu
transparency or, equivalently, a nonabsorbing dark reson
when resonance fluorescence is observed.

Any process destroying the coherence of the lower t
levels of theL system results in a populationn3 of the upper
level and residual fluorescence is proportional toG12, the
relaxation rate of this coherence, which also determines
width of the dark resonance. Experimentally, relaxation d
to collisions and laser jitter can be made negligible, thus
residual populationn3 as well as the width of the resonanc
should be determined only by the length of the interact
time.

With this Brief Report we show that due to nonline
processes in the case of equal polarizations of the driv
fields the ‘‘darkness’’ or ultimate width of the CPT res
nance is intrinsically limited by a novel type of sidebands
resonance fluorescence, which are present even in the
sence of collisions and laser jitter. These single atom p
cesses are caused by four-wave mixing~FWM! processes,
which are significant in the near-resonant case. They
closely related also to FWM discussed in@2# for the case of
dense media~see also@1#, p. 303!.

Let us consider aL system, which consists of three ele
tronic levels with transition frequenciesv13,v23@v12 @Fig.
1~a!#. Two coherent fields,E cos(vLt)1E8 cos(vL8t), drive the
transitions 1↔3 and 2↔3, respectively. In the vicinity of
the Raman resonance condition, theL system’s Hamiltonian
in the interaction representation takes the form

ĤL5Ĥa1ĤI , ~1!
PRA 581050-2947/98/58~5!/4235~4!/$15.00
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where Ĥa5\v12u2&^2u1\v13u3&^3u is the atomic Hamil-
tonian ~we assume that levelu1& has zero energy! and

ĤI~ t !5\@g~ u1&^3u1H.c.!1ḡ~ u2&^3ue2 iDt1H.c.!#

1\@g8~ u2&^3u1H.c.!1ḡ8~ u1&^3ueiDt1H.c.!#

~2!

is the interaction Hamiltonian with the bichromatic detuni
D5vL2vL8'v12. The coupling strengths, i.e., the Rabi fr
quencies, depend as usual on the amplitudesE, E8 of the
incident fields and the dipole matrix elementsd13, d23: g

5dW 13•EW , g85dW 23•EW 8, ḡ5dW 23•EW , andḡ85dW 13•EW 8. Polariza-
tions of the driving fields, which are explicitly taken int
account in the coupling strengths, are considered the sa

In the case of interest, whenvL andvL8 are close tov13

andv23, respectively, we can rewriteĤa in the form

Ĥa5Ĥ01Ĥd

with the ‘‘unperturbed’’ and ‘‘perturbing’’ Hamiltonians

Ĥ05\~vLu3&^3u2Du2&^2u!,

FIG. 1. ~a! A driven L system:g, g8, andg12 are the radiation
decay rates,G, G8, andG12 are the dephasing rates, andw is the
incoherent pumping rate of the ground levels subsystem.~b! A four-
photon process due to FWM in theL system at the resulting fre
quency 2vL82vL . Another one~not shown here! takes place at the
frequency 2vL2vL8 .
4235 ©1998 The American Physical Society
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Ĥd52\du3&^3u1\dRu2&^2u,

correspondingly. Hered5vL2v13 is the one-photon detun
ing for the u1&→u3& transition anddR5vL2vL82v12 is the
two-photon Raman detuning@Fig. 1~a!#, respectively.

The dynamics of theL system with the Hamiltonian~1! is
governed by the equation

dÂ

dt
5

i

\
@Ĥ01Ĥd1ĤI~ t !,Â#1Lr Â

5@L01Ld1LI~ t !1Lr #Â5LÂ ~3!

for the operatorÂ of an observableA. HereL0 , Ld , and
LI(t) represent the dynamics due to the correspond
HamiltoniansĤ0 , Ĥd , andĤI(t) andLr describes the relax
ation in the system, which we assume to be Markovian.
define Lr in the basis of nine operatorsêj5uk&^ku,
(uk&^ l u1u l &^ku)/A2, i (uk&^ l u2u l &^ku)/A2 ( j 51, . . . ,9; k,l
51,2,3;kÞ l ) with a set of phenomenological paramete
shown in Fig. 1~a!.

The dynamics of the drivenL system is described by Eqs
~2! and ~3! both within the rotation wave approximatio
~RWA! and beyond it. The latter is necessary to account
the FWM processes shown in Fig. 1~b!, which are significant
in the strong field limit. We will now examine how the FWM
processes affect both the resonance fluorescence and ab
tion spectra of theL system.

Let us first consider theresonance fluorescencein terms
of a simple dressed atom model@3,4# and then provide both
an analytical solution and computer simulation results for
fluorescence spectra.

After introducing a coupled quantum state,uc&
5gL

21(gu1&1g8u2&), which is coupled to the excited leve

u3& with an effective rategL5Ag21g82, and an orthogonal
noncoupled quantum state,un&52gL

21(g8u1&2gu2&), the
Hamiltonian ~1! can be readily decomposed fordR50 into
an effective two-level system ofuc& and u3& states and non
coupled stateun&, not coupled to theuc& % u3& system@1#.
Relaxation in the system leads to the depopulation of
uc& % u3& system through spontaneous decay into the n
coupled state, which is coupled touc& through the spontane
ous decay rateg12, elastic dephasings rateG12, incoherent
pumping ratew of the transitionu1&→u2&, and Raman de-
tuning dR . These parameters determine how perfect is
dark or CPT state.

In the dressed atom model bare statesu1&, u2&, andu3& are
replaced by manifolds of dressed states shown in Fig.~a!
~we accepted the notations of@3,5#!. In the absence of atomi
interaction with the light field, these manifolds are degen
ate since resonant absorption of a photon from either l
field brings the system into the excited state. At perfect C
condition (d,dR50), the positions of the spectral lines ca
be directly derived from an analysis of allowed spontane
decay channels@Fig. 2~a!, inset#. Five incoherent lines for
the two structures centered at the laser frequenciesvL ,vL8
~inner and outer satellites are shifted to6gL/2 and6gL ,
respectively! are known from an earlier theoretical analys
@3,4#. They will be called RWA multiplets. In addition, ou
model predicts two new structures at the four-photon f
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quencies 2vL2vL8 , 2vL82vL ~shifted to6gL/2) which are
caused by FWM processes and will be called FWM mu
plets. A complete fluorescence spectrum at the CPT co
tion shown in Fig. 2~b! includes also the coherent lines~cen-
tered at the laser and four-photon frequencies!, which may
also be present in the spectrum. In addition to the fluor
cence spectrum at optical frequencies, one could register
a spectrum of oscillations in the rf range at the frequen
v12, which has the same power spectrum as the FWM sp
trum.

For an analysis of the line shapes in the fluorescence s
trum and their intensities, it is necessary to explicitly calc
late the spectrum. Under the conventional assumption o
Markovian character of atomic fluctuations, the two-tim
correlation function describing atomic radiation takes in t

FIG. 2. ~a! Dressed energy level diagram for the drivenL sys-
tem. The manifold (n,q) is separated from the manifolds (n61,q
71) and (n61,q71) by the laser frequenciesvL andvL8 , respec-
tively. Heren5n11n2 andq5n12n2 for n1 , n2 being the mean
number of photons in the modesvL and vL8 . Solid arrows show
resonant couplings describing emission of photons fromu3&→u1&
or u3&→u2& transitions and dotted arrows correspond to the lowe
order nonresonant couplings describing emission of photons du
the four-photon interactions at the frequencies 2vL2vL8 and 2vL8
2vL . The inset shows possible spontaneous decays~solid arrows!
from any two coupled manifolds separated by the frequencyv,
which is vL or vL8 for the resonant couplings and 2vL2vL8 or
2vL82vL for the nonresonant ones. In the case of resonant driv
laser fields shown here, the perturbed states of any manifold
separated bygL/2 and the resulting positions of the lines in th
fluorescence spectrum are shown above.~b! Positions of lines in the
fluorescence spectrum of the resonantly drivenL system. In the
dotted box, the positions of lines in the power spectrum of the
vibrations at the frequencyv12 accompanying fluorescence a
shown.
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Heisenberg representation the form~for a detailed technique
see@6#!

K~t!5^r̂0S~0,t !uŝ2~ t !@S~ t,t1t!ŝ1~ t1t!#&, ~4!

whereŝ6(t) are the positive and negative frequency Heis
berg atomic transition operators.S(0,t) andS(t,t1t) are the
evolution superoperator at the time intervals (0,t) and (t,t
1t), respectively, andr̂0S(0,t) is the density matrixr̂(t) at
time t. The spectrum is calculated then by Fourier transfo
of Eq. ~4!.

The evolution superoperatorS(0,t) corresponding to the
Liouvillian in Eq. ~3! can be expanded to the first order a

S~0,t !5SRWA~0,t !F11E
0

t

dLI~t!dtG eL0t, ~5!

whereSRWA(0,t)5exp(LRWAt) with LRWA5Ld1Lr1^LI& t
describes the dynamics of the system within the RWA a

dLI~ t !5eL0tLI~ t !e2L0t2^LI& t ~6!

is the deviation of the laser excitation superoperator from
time-averaged value oscillating with the laser frequenc
and their combinations. Equation~5! extends beyond the
RWA describing dynamics due to the FWM processes
simple analysis of Eq.~6! shows that it contains terms osci
lating at the biharmonic detuningD and, as a result, addi
tional new spectral components appear at the frequen
vL2D52vL2vL8 andvL81D52vL82vL . It is known that
FWM leads to the generation of coherent Stokes and a
Stokes waves~CSRS and CARS! at these frequencies@7#. In
our result, however, these nonlinear resonances are ac
panied by Mollow-type sidebands resulting from incoher
scattering processes involving four photons.

To elucidate the nature of the fluorescence spectrum,
have performed both computer simulations of Eq.~4! for the
general case~Fig. 3! and derived an analytical solution
which is presented for the case of resonant excitation (d,dR
50) and w,g12,G12!g below. Spectral densities for th
resonant RWA multiplets,FRWA , at the laser frequencie
vL ,vL8 and for the FWM multiplets,FFWM , at the frequen-
cies 2vL2vL8 , 2vL82vL have asymptotically with respec
to two independent parametersg/gL→0 andgL /v12→0 the
form ~in photons/Hz!

FRWA5~ G̃12/4g!$L@0,~ G̃131G̃23!/2#

1L@6g̃L/2,~ G̃131G̃23!/4#

1~1/2!L@6g̃L ,~31G̃131G̃23!/4#%, ~7!

FFWM5~gL
2 /16gv12

2 !$L@6g̃L/2,~ G̃131G̃23!/4#

1~ G̃12/4!@18L@0,1/2#

1L@6g̃L ,~31G̃131G̃23!/4##%, ~8!

whereL(g̃,G̃)5G̃/@(v/g2g̃)21G̃2# is the Lorentzian func-
tion and a tilde denotes parameters normalized tog. Equa-
tions ~7! and ~8! describe only inelastic scattering comp
-
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nents in the fluorescence spectrum. There are also cohe
lines due to elastic scattering in the FWM spectrum at
frequencies 2vL2vL8 , 2vL82vL , but the RWA spectrum
contains no coherent lines.

For perfect CPT conditions (d,dR50) and for g12
50,G12→0, according to Eqs.~7! and ~8!, the RWA spec-
trum consists of five incoherent lines, whereas in the FW
spectrum both the central incoherent line and the sideba
at 6gL vanish withG12→0, resulting in a spectrum which
has a central coherent line and two incoherent satellite
6gL/2 @Fig. 3, solid curves; see also Fig. 2~a!#.

For dRÞ0, both the RWA and FWM spectra ar
enriched—up to seven lines appear in the RWA multipl
and up to five lines in the FWM ones~Fig. 3, dotted curves!.
The RWA multiplets in the fluorescence spectrum of
bichromatically excitedL system received above were di
cussed for the first time in@3#, then in @4,5#, and recently
were investigated experimentally for a trapped and coo
Ba1 ion in @8#, whereas the FWM multiplets we discuss he
make a novel result. These spectra can be registered ex
mentally, for example, from an atomic beam of Cs ato
traversing a spectrum analyzer~e.g., a 5-mm Fabry-Pe´rot
cavity with the finesse equal to 104) with orthogonal excita-
tion by laser light @9#. For an atomic beam with 109

atoms s21 mm22 and a saturation intensity of 1.1 mW cm-2,
a coupling factor ofgL5102g is readily obtained from 30
mW of laser light at 852 nm focused to 1 mm spot siz

FIG. 3. Calculated resonance fluorescence spectra from
driven symmetricL system at the resonant (d,dR50, solid curves!
and off-resonant (d50,dR55, dotted curves! excitation with the
equal driving field intensities (g15g2510). Shown spectra corre
spond to the RWA~a! and FWM ~b! multiplets ~coherent line,
RWA multiplet at thevL8 frequency, and FWM multiplet at the
2vL2vL8 frequency are not shown!. The parameters used in th

calculations are as follows:g̃135g̃2351, g̃1250, G̃1251024.
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Under these moderate conditions one estimates that ph
counting should detect more than 103 photons s21, which is
well within the realm of conventional photon counters.

One of the most important consequences is, in our vi
that according to Eq.~8! for constant intensity the RWA
multiplets completely vanish forG12→0, whereas the FWM
spectra survive. They are caused by spontaneous decay o
excited state to the mixture of the coupled and noncoup
states due to the FWM processes. As a result, an additi
FWM contribution to the dephasing rateG12 of the ground
levels appears, which reads@6#

G12
FWM'

gL
2

4v12
2

g

2
~9!

and for Cs atoms (2S1/2→2P3/2 transition! at I;1 W/cm2

has a valueG12
FWM;104 s21, which is large compared toG12.

At the same time, it is well known that conventional pow
on

,

the
d
al

r

broadening plays a key role at low and moderate intensi
@1#. Therefore, the complete dephasing rate reads

~G12
total!25~G12

power!21~G12
FWM!2

5S G12
2 1G12

gL
2

2g
D 1

gL
4

64v12
4

g2.

Experimentally, the influence of collisions and laser jitte
as well as Doppler broadening, can be made negligible@8#.
We therefore can neglectG12 and, as a result,G12

power, but not
G12

FWM , which dominates at large laser intensity. In oth
words, we can say that it sets afundamental limitto the
dephasing rate of the ground subsystem and thus to the d
ness of the CPT resonance.

The FWM processes affect also therefractive indexof the
L media@1,2#, which in simplified form reads
nce in an
e

f the

ar

rk was
nk81 ink95110.0289pl3
n3

g̃k
2F ~ g̃22g̃82!G̃12d̃1g̃L

2 d̃R

g̃L
2 G̃1214G̃12

2 14d̃R
2

2 d̃1 i G , ~10!

wherek51,2 denotes values for the respective laser fields with the frequenciesvL (k51) andvL8 (k52), and the average

populationn35^0un̂3& is given by

n3
21531

2g̃L
2

G̃g̃2g̃82
~ G̃21 d̃2!1

g̃L
4 G̃2G̃121g̃L

6 G̃/42~ g̃822g̃2!2G̃12d̃
212G̃g̃L

2 ~ g̃822g̃2!d̃Rd̃

2G̃2g̃2g̃82~ d̃R
21G̃12

2 1G̃12g̃L
2 /4G̃!

. ~11!

Our calculations for the dark resonance in absorption spectra show that the FWM reduces the dip of the dark resona
absorption spectrum of a vapor of Cs atoms insignificantly, but in the case of K41 vapor it leads to a strong vanishing of th
resonance@6#. This essential difference could be easily understood from Eq.~9! for the G12

FWM , which has the frequency
splitting v12 in the denominator. For K41, this parameter is much smaller than for Cs, with the rest of the parameters o
model being the same order of magnitude, and therefore determines the FWM effect much stronger in K41 than in Cs. One
should keep this in mind while considering different applications of the dark resonances. For magnetometry@1#, for instance,
our results indicate that the use of Cs atoms is preferable.

Experimentally, the importance of the FWM mechanism for high-resolution spectroscopy in dense coherentL media was
demonstrated in@2# ~see also references therein for related works!. Our result, however, shows that the FWM nonline
processes are peculiar to even a single atom.
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